
Request your free, no obligation quote!

   Locate your nearest supplier by calling

Aluminium Windows & Doors ensure low level  
maintenance.  Traditional looks can be kept with 
use of double hung windows or colonial bars,  these 
details can lend themselves to various architectural 
house styles. 

Double Glazing 
Replacing windows is the perfect time to install  
double glazing.  Some great reasons include:

Free-Fold  Bifold
Bringing the outside inside
Introduction
Using a standard bifold template Aluminium Systems has designed the basis of 

a Free-Fold® Bifold, allowing the panels to fold back 180°.  

Aesthetics and Efficiency
The Free-Fold®  Bifold’s panels will fold around most building jambs to 
maximize the opening space, and these panels can be comfortably  
positioned out of the way.  

The key to the Free-Fold® Bifold is the hinging system.  This is a simple 
system of sequencing and bridging hinges to produce the free fold  
capacity, with the sequencing hinge using a spring to return the panel to 
its original position when closing the door. 

Warranty
The Free-Fold® has been tested and complies with both New Zealand 
and Australian standards. 
 
Our Powder coated aluminium carries our D1010 warranty with a 10-
year film integrity and a 10 year colour integrity warranty. 

VISIT  WWW.DESIGNERWINDOWS.CO.NZ

POSITIVE FORMAT

REVERSE FORMAT

WWW.ELITEWINDOWS.CO.NZ

call with your location for

              details of your nearest supplier

Ph 0800 111 484

The new Free-Fold® Bifold has been designed for any 
residential building and can be used on existing  
residential Bifold and Evolution systems.   
 
 
 

Performance

Glazing from 4mm Single glazed up to 28mm Double 
glazed 

The maximum panel weight is 50kg, with a maximum 
panel height of 2.4 and a maximum panel width of 0.85

The Free-Fold® Bifold’s new hinging system has been 
successfully cycle tested in excess of 50,000 cycles, 
ensuring the system closes in the correct sequence for 
continued ease of operation 
 
The hinges use the same gearing operation as the 
standard hinge bifold resulting in a cost effective free fold 
bifold system 

WWW.FAIRVIEWWINDOWS.CO.NZ

®  

The doors are designed to provide an ease of  
manufacture and installation

There is a range of configurations available

All other gearing is standard issue making the  
manufacturing a straight forward operation

More information

Replacement Windows
Transform the look of any home, 
and they’re a great investment too!
Introduction
There comes time in older homes when a coat of paint is just 
not enough for the windows.  There comes a time when just 
a bit more love should be given, because the outcome will be 
amazing.  

When faced with renovation, or too much maintenance, or 
even the need to increase internal warmth, updating your  
windows and doors can the best way to improve your home.  
New aluminium joinery can be used to increase light,  
ventilation and the suns warmth.  

Our nationwide network of 57 Fairview and Elite Window & 
Door fabricators specialize in replacement joinery, providing 
the full service of removing existing and dated timber joinery 
and replacing it with new aluminium joinery.

 0800 111 484  or visit  www.aslnz.co.nz

Savings on heating costs
 
The internal temperature is warmer in winter 
and cooler in summer
 
Enhances resale value
 
Double glazing reduces condensation and early 
morning mop-ups
 
Prevents mildew on drapes and glass
 
Reduces outside noise for a quieter, calmer 
home

Piece of mind 

Before...showing a rotten timber frame

...and after with aluminium joinery

40 powder coat colours to choose from
with an Interpon D1010 - 10 year warranty 
 
A 2 year workmanship guarantee issued 
with all works completed, from our  
professional and knowledgeable fabricators


